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We present a theoretical study of the effect of nonlinear elasticity on
interband and intersubband transition energies in wurtzite GaN/AlN superlattices. The effect of nonlinear elasticity is considered by taking into
account the changes of elastic constants caused by the intrinsic hydrostatic
pressure, originating from lattice misfit between constituents of the superlattice. We show that the influence of the effect of the nonlinear elasticity
on the interband and intersubband transition energies in the GaN/AlN superlattices depends crucially on the strain state of structures, in particular
on the in-plane lattice constant of the buffer or the substrate. For the superlattices strained to AlGaN buffers with small aluminum concentrations, the
effect of nonlinear elasticity increases significantly the interband transition
energy and decreases the intersubband transition energy. For the superlattices strained to AlGaN buffers with large aluminum concentrations, the
effect of nonlinear elasticity leads to a decrease in the interband transition
energy and an increase in the intersubband transition energy.
PACS numbers: 78.67.Pt, 62.20.Dc, 77.65.Ly, 77.65.–j

1. Introduction
Determination of the built-in mechanical and electrical fields plays a crucial
role in description of the electronic states in nitride nanostructures. Due to the
presence of large internal strains and piezoelectric fields in these structures, the
conventional linear theories of elasticity and piezoelectricity have turned out to
be insufficient [1–10]. Recently, higher order electromechanical effects, including
the nonlinear piezoelectricity [1–3], electromechanical coupling [4–6], and nonlinear
elasticity [7–10] have been studied in nitride semiconductors and their heterostructures.
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In this paper, we focus on the effect of the nonlinear elasticity and discuss
its influence on the interband and intersubband transition energies in GaN/AlN
superlattices (SLs). We show that taking into account the changes of the elastic
constants caused by the intrinsic hydrostatic stress, originating from the lattice
misfit between constituents of the SLs, leads to significant modifications of the
interband and intersubband transition energies in these structures. The effects of
nonlinear piezoelectricity and electromechanical coupling are taken into account
in calculations but they are not discussed separately.
2. Strain and electric field in nitride superlattices
Let us start from the generalized Hook law, which
in the [0001] direction, takes the following matrix form:
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where σ⊥ is the biaxial stress due to the lattice misfit between constituents, εii are
the diagonal components of the strain tensor, Ez is the z-component of the electric field, e31 and e33 are piezoelectric coefficients, and Cij (Pint ) are the pressure-dependent elastic constants. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (1)
takes into account the effect of the nonlinear elasticity since the elastic constants
are pressure-dependent. The second term on the right hand side of this equation
describes the converse piezoelectric effect and it is responsible for the electromechanical coupling effect [4–6]. The intrinsic hydrostatic pressure Pint , originating
from the lattice misfit between constituents of a SL, equals Pint = − 23 σ⊥ [10].
From Eq. (1), one gets (i) the equality εxx = εyy and (ii) the expressions for εzz
and σ⊥ in terms of εxx and Ez :
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Equations (2) and (3) hold for the quantum wells (QWs) and barriers in the SL.
To determine the electric fields in the QWs and barriers, Ez,qw and Ez,br , one
solves the Poisson equation for the SL, and then after using Eq. (2), yields [10]:
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where λqw and λbr are the electric permittivities, Psp,z,qw and Psp,z,br are the spontaneous polarizations, and Lqw and Lbr are the widths of the QWs and barriers,
respectively. Formula for Ez,br can be obtained from Eq. (4) by changing indices
“qw” and “br”.
In this paper, we consider the SLs grown coherently on the substrates or
buffer layers whose thickness are much larger than the thickness of the SLs, thus
the in-plane strain components are given by εxx,qw = (abuff /aqw ) − 1 and εxx,br =
(abuff /abr ) − 1, where abuff , aqw , and abr are the unstrained lattice constants of
the buffer, QWs, and barriers, respectively.
3. Results and discussion
We use the above model of strain and electric field in the [0001] wurtzite SLs
to study the influence of the nonlinear elasticity effect on interband and intersubband transition energies, Ec−v and Ec2−c1 , in GaN/AlN SLs. We consider undoped
structures coherently grown on AlGaN buffer layers. We choose Lqw = 2.5 nm and
Lbr = 5 nm since for these SLs, energies Ec2−c1 are close to 0.8 eV and correspond
to the optical communication wavelength range. The electronic states in the SLs
have been determined by solving the Schrödinger equation with the k · p Hamiltonian and periodic boundary conditions for the envelope wave functions [10]. All
material parameters used in the calculations are listed in Ref. [8]. In particular,
we have used the biaxial strain dependence of e31 and e33 to take into account the
effect of nonlinear piezoelectricity [1].
In Fig. 1, we show the values of Pint,qw and Pint,br , as a function of aluminum
concentration in the AlGaN buffer, xAl,buff . For the SL grown on GaN buffer, i.e.,
for xAl,buff = 0, the Pint,br equals almost –8 GPa (tensile strained barriers) while
Pint,qw is close to zero (unstrained QWs). Then, an increase in xAl,buff leads to (i)
an increase in Pint,qw because compressive strain in the QWs increases, (ii) and an
increase in Pint,br due to a decrease in the tensile strain in the barriers. For the
SL grown on AlN buffer, i.e., for xAl,buff = 1, Pint,br nearly vanishes while Pint,qw
exceeds 8 GPa.
In Fig. 2 we present the values of Ec−v and Ec2−c1 , obtained for GaN/AlN
SLs using the linear (i.e., stress-independent elastic constants) and nonlinear elastic theories, as a function of xAl,buff . One can see that the influence of the effect of
nonlinear elasticity on Ec−v and Ec2−c1 depends crucially on xAl,buff , i.e., on the
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Fig. 1. The values of the intrinsic hydrostatic pressures in the wells (circles) and in the
barriers (squares) for the GaN/AlN SLs as a function of aluminum concentration in the
AlGaN buffer layer.

Fig. 2. The energies of the interband (squares) and intersubband (circles) transitions
obtained using the nonlinear and linear elastic theories for the GaN/AlN SLs as a
function of aluminum concentration in the AlGaN buffer layer.

strain state of the SL. For the SLs strained to AlGaN buffers with small xAl,buff ,
the effect of nonlinear elasticity increases significantly Ec−v and decreases Ec2−c1 .
For the SLs strained to AlGaN buffers with a large xAl,buff , the effect of nonlinear
elasticity leads to a decrease in Ec−v and an increase in Ec2−c1 .
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4. Conclusions
In summary, we have studied the influence of the effect of nonlinear elasticity
on Ec−v and Ec2−c1 in GaN/AlN SLs strained to AlGaN buffers with various
aluminum concentrations. Our studies reveal that the effect of nonlinear elasticity
on Ec−v and Ec2−c1 depends crucially on xAl,buff , i.e., on the strain state of the SL.
For the SLs strained to AlGaN buffers with a small xAl,buff , the effect of nonlinear
elasticity increases significantly Ec−v and decreases Ec2−c1 . For the SLs strained
to AlGaN buffers with a large xAl,buff , the effect of nonlinear elasticity leads to a
decrease in Ec−v and an increase in Ec2−c1 .
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